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Abstract 
Iterative method for the solution of discretized elliptic boundary value problem with imperfect contact condition on an 
internal boundary is constructed. It is proved that the method is robust with respect o the coefficient K appearing in the 
imperfect contact condition, i.e., its convergence rate is independent of the coefficient K. Numerical tests confirming the 
theoretical result are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
The aim of the paper is to suggest a robust method for iterative solution of the discretized elliptic 
boundary value problem with imperfect contact condition on internal boundary. Problems of this type 
occur, e.g., in heat transfer in composite media, heat transfer in building, etc. In [4, 5] methods of 
discretization for elliptic and parabolic problems of this kind were investigated. Here we try to use 
the special structure of the discretized problem in order to design an effective tool for its numerical 
solution. Our method is based on the combination of the properties of standard iterative methods 
with some facts from the penalization theory. 
In Section 2 we introduce some necessary notations and formulate the problem. Our method is 
described and its convergence is proved in Section 3. In order to confirm the validity and effectivity 
of our method we performed a simple numerical experiment which is presented in Section 4. In 
Section 5 we summarize our results. 
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2. Notations, preliminaries, problem formulation 
We shall adopt the following notations. Symbols R, R m, B T, B -1, B 1/2, Im, Ol×m, (., .), 11•11, 
[[.[Is, A denote real line, m-dimensional Euclidean space, transpose of matrix B, inverse matrix of 
regular matrix B, square root of symmetric, positive-definite matrix B, m × m identity matrix, l x m 
zero matrix, Euclidean inner product, Euclidean vector norm, spectral matrix norm and Laplacian 
respectively. I fB  is an 1 × m matrix then R(B) denotes its range {y E R t : 3x E R m such that y=Bx} 
• b m and Ker(B) denotes its kernel {x E R m Bx = 0}. If B = ( ij)i,j=l is an m × m matrix then diag(B) 
denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries bii, i = I , . . . ,  m. The m-dimensional measure is 
denoted by mesm. Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces of functions defined on D are denoted as usual by 
L2(D), W1'2(D), W2'2(D). If V is a Banach space, then V*, ( . , . )v ,  II.llv denote its dual, the duality 
pairing between V* and V, and norm in V. All quantities appearing in the paper are real. 
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the following situation: We assume n E {1,2,3}. Let 
O C R n, Oi c R n, i---- 1,2 be open bounded domains with polygonal boundaries 0f2, 0E2i, i - -  1,2. 
Let us denote F := 0121 M 002 and vi the outer normal of 0f2~. We assume mesn_l(F) ~ 0 and 
f2 = int(f21U f22). (If n- -  1, then O1 = (a,b), 02 = (b,c), F----{b} for some a,b, cER,  a<b<c. )  
We are interested in the solution of the problem (the superscript means index, not exponent) 
_Au i=f i  in f2i, i=1 ,2 ,  
Ou i
- -K (u ' -u J )+q e on F, i , j= l ,2 ,  i ¢ j ,  (1) 
0v~ 
u i=O on 0(2 i -F ,  i=1 ,2 .  
We assume that f i  EL2(12,-), qi EL2(F), i = 1,2 and K ~> 0 is a constant• 
Let us denote V~ = {rE WI '2(~-~i )  : v Iol2i-F = 0}, i = 1,2, V = V1 x V2 and let us define the 
functional fE  V* and bilinear forms a : V× V-*R, a~ : V× V---~R, ar : V x V---~R for w=(wl,w2), 
v=(vl ,v2)E V by 
( f  ,v)v ~- fa f lv l  dx + fo fZv2 dx - frq'V' W q2v2 ds, 
1 2 
a~(w,v)=~ 17wl~7vldx+~ ~7w2~7v2dx, 
, 2 (2) 
at(w, v) = [ (w  1 - w2)(v 1 - v 2) ds, 
,IF 
a(w, v) = aa(w, v) + Kar(w, v). 
Using Green's formula we can introduce the weak formulation of (1). 
Find u E V such that 
a(u,v) = ( f ,v)v for all vE V. (3) 
The Lax-Millgram theorem now implies the existence and uniqueness of the solution to problem 
(3) and its continuous dependence on the right-hand side f .  
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Let  {~hi}hE(0,1) be a system of triangulations (consisting of R"-simplexes) of f2~, i = 1,2 which are 
conforming in the usual sense [1] and moreover let ~ = ~h 1 IJ ~h 2 be a conforming triangulation 
of  f2, i.e., the vertices of the elements of ~h 1 and ~2 lying on F (and if n = 3 also the edges) are 
coincident. Let Vh i c V;, i = 1,2 be the usual finite-element subspaces of continuous piecewise linear 
functions on f2i satisfying the corresponding homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on ~I2~- F: 
Vh i = {v E V i : v is continuous, v It E ~l(t) for all t E Jhl}, 
where ~( t )  is the space of all polynomials of degree at most one defined on simplex t. 
Let us denote Vh -- Vh I × Vh 2. It is now standard to define the finite-element approximation uh E Vh 
of  u by 
uh E Vh : a(uh, v) = ( f ,  v) v for all v E Vh (4) 
and to prove I luh-ull v ~0 0 under the usual regularity assumption (e.g., [1]) concerning the sequence 
of  triangulations. If moreover uiE W2,Z((2i), then also the error estimate Iluh -n i l  v = O(h) for h ~ 0 
can be proved. 
Let ~b/, i=  1,. . . ,L j  be the usual nodal basis of  V~, j = 1,2. We assume that the ordering of the 
basis functions is such that for some M, 1 ~< M ~< L j, j ---- 1,2 it holds 
qS] Ir z0 ,  i=  I , . . . , L1 -M,  
~] Ir •0,  i=L1-M+I , . . . , L1  
~b~ Ir 50 ,  i= I , . . . ,M ,  
~2 ]r =0,  i=M+ 1,...,L2, 
~lLi--M+i IF = q~2 IF, i=  1,. . . ,M. 
Let us denote N1 --L1 - M, N2 :L2  - M, N =L1 + Lz and q~i-- (~b], 0), i = 1 .. . .  ,L1, ~bL,+i = (0, q52), 
i = 1,... ,L2. Clearly ~bi, i = 1,... ,N is a basis of  Vh. 
The finite-element approximation Uh of U can be written as 
N 
Uh = Z ci~i' (5)  
i=1 
where c = (c l , . . . ,  CN) is the unique solution to the system of linear algebraic equations 
Cc = d. (6) 
By C we denoted the N × N matrix with entries cij = a(~bi, ~bj), i , j  = 1,... ,N  and by d E R N vector 
with entries 
d s=( f ,~bs)v ,  j= I , . . . ,N .  
Matrix C can be written as 
(7) 
c = A + KE, (8) 
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- -  a N N = (eij)o= 1 are where AN×N --( ij)ij=,, EN×N the matrices with entries 
aij =af~(dpi,¢j), i , j=  1 .... ,N, (9) 
e o=ar(¢~,¢j) ,  i , j=  1,.. . ,N. (10) 
Taking into account he form and ordering of the basis ¢~, i = 1,... ,N the matrix E can be written 
in the block form 
0NI xN1 0N1 ×M 0N1 ×M ON, ×N: 
~- [ OMxN, GM×M --GM×M OMxN2 
EN×N I OMxN' --GM×M GMxM OM×N 2 ' 
\Ou2×Ul 0N:xM 0N2xM 0U2 ×U2 
where aM× M M ----(gij)ij=, has (nonnegative) ntries 
: aF(¢Nl+i, ~)N,+j) : ~ 1 I dpN,+iON,+jds , i, j= I,...,M. (II) gij 
In practice, the line integral of piecewise quadratic function appearing in (11 ) is often approximated 
by the composed trapezoidal rule. In this case we have 
c =A +KL  
where 
(12) 
and G is a diagonal M x M matrix with positive diagonal entries. Analogously, the right-hand side 
d is often approximated by 
dj ~- (fh, ~)j)Vh, (14) 
where fh : Vh --~ V* is again the trapezoidal rule approximation of f .  It can be proved that the 
convergence of uh (for h ~ 0) computed by (12), (9), (13), (14), (6), (5) is analogous to the 
convergence of uh computed by (8), (9), (10), (7) (6), (5) (under some assumptions concerning fi, 
f2, ql, q2 [1]). 
If not stated otherwise we suppose that C is computed by (8), (9), (10) or by (12), (9), (13), 
and d is computed by (7) or by (14). 
In what follows, the discretization is supposed to be fixed. That is why we omit h in the symbols 
for C,c,d. On the other hand, sometimes we denote C,c by Cx, CK in order to emphasize their 
dependence on the coefficient K. 
The matrix Cx is symmetric and positive definite. Thus, the standard iterative methods can be used 
for the solution of (6). However, the extreme igenvalues of Cx can be estimated by 2rain ~< const, 
ON, ×N1 0Nl ×M 0N 1 ×M ON, xN2 
\ 
= |0M×N, GM×M --GM×M 0M×N:/ (13) 
 N×N { 0M×N, &,×M 0M×N  ' 
\ 0N2 × Ni 0N2 × M 0N2 X M ON: x N: 
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~,max ~ K.const. Hence, for the condition number X(CK)= ~-max/~nin t holds x(Cx)- - -~ as K---}c~. 
It means that for large values of K the rate of convergence of standard iterative methods becomes 
unacceptably small. Our aim is to avoid this difficulty, i.e., to design an iterative method for solving 
(6) with the convergence rate independent on K. 
3. The iterative method and its convergence 
In the construction of our iterative method we shall use the fact that if K tends to infinity, then 
the solution u(K) of (3) tends in V to (u la,,u [o2)E V where uE V is the unique solution to the 
problem 
Find u E W : =W~'2(~) such that 
aoo(U,V) = (fo~,v)w for all vE W, (15) 
where wl'2(~'~) ~-- {rE wl'2(~'~) : V [~ =0 in the sense of traces} and a~ : W x W--~R, f~E W* 
are defined by 
a~(u, v) = f~ ~7u. Vv dx, 
(f~,v)w =]~ flVdX + f~2f2vdx-  fr(q, +q2)vds. 
This fact can be proved using [2, Theorem 1.7.1]. Moreover, for the discrete case the following 
assertion can be proved. 
Lemma 1. Let us denote 
PNx(N--M) 
('o' O)o 
o 
Co~ =pTcKP, do~ =pTd. Let CK E R N be the solution to (6) and co~ E R N-M be the (unique) solution 
to the problem 
Co~e~ =d~.  (16) 
Then for some fl, [3o E R it holds 
fl (17) licK- Pc ll <<- 
and 
j•O IIQ ' -  pC~IpTII s ~ ~.  (18) 
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Proof. The traces of q~], i --N1 + 1,... ,N1 + M are linearly independent (as elements of L2(F)). 
Thus, G can be seen as a Gramm matrix in a subspace of L2(F). Hence, G is symmetric, positive 
definite and G m exists. Let us denote {0N'xM / 
= [ GI/2 
BNxM | _G1/2 
\ 002 ×M 
in case (8) and f'0N' M/ 
= / 01/2 
BNxM [ __01/2 
\0N2×M 
in case (12). Under this notation, C can be expressed in the form C- -A  +KBB T. 
From [2, Theorem 1.7.2], (and taking into account the fact that Ker(B T) is a linear space) it 
follows that 
fi 
lick -~11-< ~, 
where Y~ E Ker(B T) is the (unique) solution to the problem 
Find ?~ E Ker(B T) such that 
(Cx?~,~) = (d,O) fo r  all OEKer(BT). (19) 
The definitions of B, P imply R(P)= Ker (BT). Thus, ?o~ =Pc~ for some c~ E R N-M. Hence, (19) 
can be reduced to the problem 
Find co~ E R N-M such that 
(CKPc~,Pv) = (d, Pv) for all !)ER N-M 
i.e., 
Find c~ E R N-M such that 
(PxCKPco~, v) = (pTd, v) for all v C R N-M. (20) 
Clearly, (20) is equivalent to (16). Inequality (17) is proved. 
Let us denote T = C{ 1 - PC~IP x and let e;, i = 1,... ,N be an orthonormal basis of R N. From 
(17) it follows [[Teil[ ~< fig~K, i=  1 . . . . .  N. Thus, for arbitrary z = EN=lzgeg cR  N it holds 
N ( N )1/2 
IITzll-- ~ Iz, lllTegll ~ Ilzll ~ [[Tegll 2 ~< ilzll(Ey:, fi2)1/2 __ fiO,,z,,.llll 
i=l /=1 K K 
Hence, IlZl[s ~< fio/g. Inequality (18) is proved. [] 
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Remark 2. Problem (16) can be seen as a discretization of problem (15). 
Let us emphasize that the matrix Co~ is independent of K, since Coo =pTCKP=PT(A +KBBT)p= 
pTAp + KpTBBTp = pTAp (because BTp = 0) and .4 does not depend on K. 
From Lemma 1 it follows that for large K the matrix P(PTAp)--IpT is a good approximation 
to CK 1. However, it cannot be used as a preconditioner for the system (6) since P (and thus also 
P(pTAp)--IpT) is singular. Nevertheless, we can use the approximation property (18) if we combine 
it with some properties of a standard iterative method. 
Let us take the damped Jacobi method. Let 
D = diag(Cr). (21) 
Then for 0 > 0 the damped Jacobi method is defined by 
c~+l) = JK(O)c (k) := (I -- OD-'C)c~) + OD-ld. (22) 
The iteration matrix 
S = I - OD-~C (23) 
of method (22) has the following property. 
Lemma 3. Let 
1 (i) C be computed by (12),(9),(13) and 0<0 -%< ~ or 
(ii) C be computed by (8), (9), (10) and 0<0 ~< 1/(n + 1) (where nE {1,2,3} is the dimension 
of the problem). Let S be defined by (23), (21). Then 
V V 
IlfaVlls ~ ~O-'K(v + 1)v+ 1 (24) 
for some constant y and K--+ oo. 
Proof. First we shall prove that in both cases (i) and (ii) 
D-  OC is weakly diagonally dominant (25) 
(where D is computed by (21)). 
In case (i), C is weakly diagonally dominant, since both A and E are weakly diagonally dominant. 
1 This implies that (25) holds if 0 ~< i" 
In case (ii), n = 1 matrices A and E are again weakly diagonally dominant (since in this case 
1 M = 1). Thus, (25) again holds if 0 ~< i. 
In case (ii), n = 2, n = 3 it follows from the construction of the basis ~i, i = 1, . . . ,N that G is 
weakly diagonally dominant; more precisely, 
gii i> rn go , i= l  .... ,M, (26) 
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N where r2=2,  r3 = 1. From (10), (26) it follows that matrix F := (J}J)0=l defined by F=diag(E) -OE  
satisfies 
J ] j=0,  i=1  .... ,N~, j= l  .... ,N, 
f~i = gii - Ogii = (1 - O)gii, i = N1 + 1, . . . ,L1 + M, 
I f,; t =o oo + oo,i + o oij <, o 1 + gii, i = N, + 1,. . . ,L I  + M, 
j=l j=l j=l 
j~=i j~=i j4=i 
f0 .=0,  i=L I+M+I , . . . ,N ,  j - -1  . . . .  ,N. 
Thus, condition (1 - 0)9,  - 0g;~(1 + 2/rn) >>- O, i.e., O<(rn/2(rn + 1)) (=l / (n  + 1), n = 2,3) is 
sufficient for the weak diagonal dominancy of F. Since A-  0,4 is weakly diagonally dominant 
i (because A is weakly diagonally dominant) and F is weakly diagonally dominant for for 0~< i
0 <<. 1/(n + 1 ) we have proved that D - OC ---- d iag(A)  - 0.4 + F is weakly diagonally dominant for 
0 ~< 1/(n+ 1), n =2,3.  i.e., (25) in case (ii), n=2,3 .  
The rest of the proof is based on the arguments of the proof of Proposition 6.2.14 of [3]. From 
(25) it follows that D - OC is a positive-semidefinite matrix. Thus, under our assumptions, both 
Y := OD-1/ECD -1/2 and I - Y are positive-semidefinite matrices. (27) 
It is easy to verify that matrix X := OD-1/2CSVD -1/2 satisfies IlXlls - - - I I r ( I  - r)Vlls. From (27) it 
follows (see [3, Lemma 6.2.1]), 
Vv 
IlXlls ~ max s(1 - s )  ~-  0~<s~<l (v q- 1) v+l" 
This inequality together with d, ~< ?K (for sufficiently large K) implies 
V v 
IIfS~lls = O-111DI/=XD1/=II~ <- 0 -1110[IsllXll~ <- o-a~g (v + 1)~+~" [] 
The idea now is to combine the estimates of Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 in order to obtain a 
satisfactory method. 
Let c (°) ER  N be an arbitrary starting point. For k = 1,2,... we proceed as follows. We start 
analogously as in the multigrid method performing v steps of the damped Jacobi method (22). We 
obtain 
C (k+l/2) = J~v(O)c (k). (28) 
Now it is natural to use Lemma 1 in order to approximate the error e (k+l/z) = c - c (k+l/2) of c (k+1/2) 
which satisfies Ce (k+l/2) = d - Cc (k+l/z) by 
e(k+l/2)  ,.~ ~k+l/2)  :=  pc~olpX(d _ Co(k+1~2)). 
Finally, we put according to the definition of e (k+x/z) 
e (k+l) = c (k+1/2) + PCT~IpX(d - Ce(k+l/2)). (29) 
Let us investigate the convergence of the suggested method (28), (29). 
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Theorem 4. Let 
1 (i) C be computed by (12),(9),(13) and 0<0 ~< ~ or 
(ii) C be computed by (8),(9),(10) and 0<0 ~< 1/(n+ 1) (where nE{1,2,3} is the dimension 
of  the problem). Let CK be the unique solution to (6), c ~°) E R N be arbitrary and v be sufficiently 
large. Then for c~ ), k = 1,2,... defined by (28), (29) it holds 
l ice ) - CKII <~ It6 ~, 
where It ~ O, 0 <. ~ < 1 are constants independent of  K. 
Proof. Let us denote W1 = S ~, Wl = EiV--o 1 SiD-ld, W2 = I -  pCQIpTC, W 2 ~- pCQIpTd. Let 
Tt : RN---~R N, i = 1,2, T : RN---~R N be defined by 
and 
Tiy = W~y + wi, i = 1,2, (30) 
T = T2T1. 
Using these notations the method (28), (29) can be written as 
c~ +O--Tc~ ), k= l ,2, . . .  
Substituting (30) into (31) we obtain 
Ty= Wy + w, 
where W = Wz W1, w = W2wl + w2. From Lemmas 1 and 3 it follows that 
II WIIs =ll W2W1 IIs = II(I - PC£'pTc)s~IIs <<- II(C -1 - pC~IpT)cs~IIs 
~< II c -1  _ ecL1pTIIsllCSVll s <~ flo]~O-l ~K(v  vV + 1) v+l" 
Parameter v can clearly be chosen so that 
V v 
6 := flo70-1 < 1 (v + 1)~+1 
and thus 
II Wlls ~< 6 < 1. 
From (33), (34) and from the Banach's fixed point theorem it follows that 
T has unique fixed point Y0 
and that for arbitrary c(°) cR  N the sequence c~ ), k = 1,2,... defined by (32) satisfies 
IIc~ ) - y011 ~< 61lc~ -~) - yoll ~ 6kll c(°) - Yoll- 
On the other hand, 
CK is a fixed point of T, 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
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since it is the fixed point of both T~ and T2. From (35), (37) it follows Y0 = cx and from (36) 
taking into account he boundedness of the set {oK, K/> 0} we can conclude 
IIc  - c, ll 6+11c <°> - cKII + (38) 
Constants #, 6 are clearly independent of K. [] 
Remark 5. Using the multigrid method we can perform one step of the method (28), (29) by O(N) 
arithmetical operations. 
Remark 6. The inequality (38) implies that starting with 
c (°) = 0, (39) 
the number /c of iterations ufficient o obtain an approximation e (~) of c, satisfying 
IIc<+> - ell ~< e (40) 
IIcH 
is 
log 6 log e -1. (41) 
Thus, it is uniform with respect to K. For the standard iterative methods with the same choice 
c (°) = 0, the inequality (40) is satisfied if 
k ~> O)(x(CK)) log e-l, 
with ~o(t)--~oo as t---~oc. The function a) depends on the particular choice of the standard iterative 
method (gradient, Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, conjugate gradient). 
Remark 7. From Lemma 1 it follows that for large values of K there is a natural candidate for c (°), 
namely 
c (°) = pc~lpTd .  (42) 
For this choice (38), (17) imply ]l c(k) -e l l  ~< 6k(fl/K) with some 0<3< 1. Since for fixed f C0  it 
holds ~1 ~< [[cxl[ ~< ~2 (with ~,, ~2 independent of K), we have from (38) [I c(k) - c[[/llc[[ <<. lie (k) - ell / 
~l <~ 6kfl/Kcq. Thus, for the choice (42) the inequality (40) is satisfied if 
1 
lc >~ - log----6 log --'eKe1 (43) 
For the standard iterative methods applied to our problem (6) with the choice (42), the counterpart 
of (43) has typically the form 
/c ~> ¢n(x(CK)) log ~f l  (44) 
eK~l 
with o9(t) ~ oe as t --~ c~. In (44) again the factor og(x(CK)) appears instead of the constant - 1/log 6 
appearing in (43). 
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Remark 8. The whole theory presented above for problem (1) can be straightforwardly generalized 
for general second-order linear elliptic problems with variable coefficients. More general (nonhomo- 
geneous Dirichlet, Neumann, Newton or mixed) boundary conditions could be considered. 
4. Numerical experiment 
Example 9. We consider the one-dimensional problem (1). Our data are  ~r~ 1= ( -  10, 0), K22 = (0, 10), 
f~ = 1, f2 = 100, ql = q2 = 0. The exact solution to this problem is 
(x 6060K_--_ 6
u l=- (x+10)  + 20K+l  J '  
( 303K _+_ 30 
u2=(10-x )  x+ 100K+5 J" 
Each interval f2t was discretized equidistantly by nodes x), j = 1,..., 11, i = 1,2, where x 1 = j - 11, 
x } = j -  1. The matrix C was computed using the trapezoidal rule. The order of the resulting matrix 
C is 20. The problem (6) was solved by the damped Jacobi method (22) (with damping parameter 
0 =0.4) and by the method (28), (29) (with 0 =0.4, v-- 1) for values of the coefficient K varying 
f rom 0 to 10 4. Both c (°) = 0 and (42) were used as starting points. 
In Table 1 we computed (numerically) the speed of convergence of both methods (22) and (28), 
(29), i.e., the spectral radius p of their iteration matrices S and W. 
Let us denote 
20 
u~k'~-(u~k"l,u~k"2)= Z c~k'd)i 
i=1 
and 
R.ERR(k)= 
~J=/EI'I ,.i,.Uh (k),l ,-i.yjl.) __ U($1 ) )2 -t- ,2.~j=~"~'l I (u h.(k),2,¢_2 \ 1.4.j ) __ U(Xj2' ))z)^\l/2 
(~"d I U[XI~2 11 ) Z...aj=l , j ,  "~- E j=I  U(X2) 2 1/2 
In Table 2 we display the number lc of iterations necessary to obtain RERR(Ic) ~< 10 -6. In order to 
illustrate the behaviour of the methods considered we display in case K = 100 the values RERR(k) 
for k = 0, 1,..., 10 in Table 3. 
Example 10. We consider the following two-dimensional situation. Let f21 = ( -10 ,0 )x  (0,10), 
f22 = (0, 10) × (0, I0). We solved the following problem: 
-Au  i=O in f2i, i=1 ,2 ,  
UI(--IO, x2)=U2(IO, x2)=O, 0<X2 < 10, 
OUI(xI, O) Oul (X1, 10) 
-- - -0 ,  -10<x~<0,  
0X2 0X2 
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Ou2(xl, O) Ou2(xl, 10) 
OX 2 OX 2 
-0 ,  0<xl<10, 
Oul(0'X2) --K(ul(O, x2)--u2(O, x2))+ 1, <x2<10, 
OXl 
0U2(0'X2) - -K (u2(O,  x2) -- ul(0,x2)) -~- 100, 0<x2 < 10. 
c3xl 
The exact solution to this problem is 
ul _ 1010K + l (x+ 10), 
20K + 1 
u2 1010K + 100 10  
= 20K+ i ( -x ) .  
The vertices of  triangulations 3 -i, i----- 1,2 are the points x i j ,  k = 1, 1 I, i = 1,2, where x), k = j,k~ "''~ 
[ j  - l l , k  - 1], x)2,k = [ j  - 1,k  - 1]. The triangulations ~- i  i = 1,2 were obtained by  dividing the 
squares with vertices ~ i ~ X),k,X),k+l,X)+l,k+l,X)+l, k by the diagonal connecting vertices i i X)+l,k,x),k+ I. The  
Table 1 
One-dimensional problem: the rate of con- 
vergence of the damped Jaeobi method 
and the method (28), (29) 
K p(S) p(W) 
0 0.995075 0.960000 
1 0.995532 0.580000 
10 0.997684 0.269091 
100 0.999625 0.207525 
1000 0.999960 0.200759 
10000 0.999996 0.200076 
Table 2 
One-dimensional problem: number of iterations necessary to obtain 
RERR(k) ~< 10 -6 
K Method Method Method Method 
(22),(39) (22),(42) (28),(29),(39) (28),(29),(42) 
0 2799 2679 326 325 
1 3078 573 21 20 
10 5918 407 8 7 
100 36318 287 5 4 
1000 341867 170 4 3 
10000 3397596 54 2 1 
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Table 3 
One-dimensional  problem: the error RERR(k) ,  k = 1 . . . . .  10 o f  the first 10 iterations for K = 100 
331 
k Method Method Method Method 
(22),(39) (22),(42) (28),(29),(39) (28),(29),(42) 
0 1.000000 0.387442 x 10 -3 1.000000 0.387445 x 10 -3 
1 0.994974 0.035858 x 10 -3 0.356738 x 10 -3 0.804038 x 10 -4 
2 0.990140 0.317898 × 10 -3 0.740320 × 10 -4 0.166857 × 10 -4 
3 0.985467 0.303825 × 10 -3 0.153634 × 10 -4 0.346271 × 10 -5 
4 0.980937 0.292228 × 10 -3 0.318830 × 10 -5 0.718598 × 10 -6 
5 0.976537 0.282291 × 10 -3 0.661651 × 10 -6 0.149127 × 10 -6 
6 0.972258 0.273499 × 10 -3 0.137309 x 10 -6 0.309475 x 10 -7 
7 0.968093 0.265542 × 10 -3 0.284950 × 10 -7 0.642238 × 10 -8 
8 0.964035 0.258227 x 10 -3 0.591342 × 10 -8 0.133280 × 10 -8 
9 0.960080 0.251424 × 10 -3 0.122718 × 10 -8 0.276589 x 10 -9 
10 0.956223 0.245043 x 10 -3 0.254670 × 10 -9 0.573990 × 10 -1° 
Table 4 
Two-dimensional  problem: the rate o f  convergence 
o f  the damped Jacobi method and the method (28), 
(29) 
K p(S) p(W) 
0 0.997534 0.980000 
1 0.997654 0.719999 
10 0.998403 0.330000 
100 0.999648 0.215295 
1000 0.999960 0.201556 
10000 0.999996 0.200123 
order of  the resulting matrix C is thus 220. In Tables 4 -6  we display quantities analogous to those 
displayed in Tables 1-3 for Example 1. 
Remark 11. Let us consider the sequence b(k), k = 1,2 . . . .  defined by 
b (1/2) = 0, 
b (k) = T2b(k-1/2), 
b(k+I/2) = Tlb (k), 
where TI, T2 is defined by (30). This sequence satisfies b (k) = c (k-l), where c (k), k = 1,2,. . .  
is computed by (42), (28), (29). Since c (1/2) by the choice e (°) = 0 differs from c (°) = 0 very 
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Table 5 
Two-dimensional  problem: number  o f  iterations necessary to obtain RERR(k)  ~< 10 -6 
K Method Method Method Method 
(22),(39) (22),(42) (28),(29),(39) (28),(29),(42) 
0.00 5592 5448 667 667 
1.00 5880 1175 33 33 
10.00 8667 841 8 8 
100.00 39321 599 5 5 
1000.00 350078 364 3 3 
10000.00 3 458 556 130 1 1 
Table 6 
Two-dimensional  problem: the error RERR(k) ,  k = 1 . . . . .  10 o f  the first 10 iterations for K = 100 
K Method Method Method Method 
(22),(39) (22),(42) (28),(29),(39) (28),(29),(42) 
0 1.000000 0.489854 × 10 -3 1.000000 0.489854 × 10 -3 
1 0.999891 0.424875 x 10 -3 0.105462 × 10 -3 0.105462 x 10 -3 
2 0.999784 0.411535 x 10 -3 0.227056 × 10 -4 0.227054 × 10 -4 
3 0.999669 0.400881 × 10 -3 0.488835 × 10 -5 0.488835 × 10 -5 
4 0.999543 0.391468 × 10 -3 0.105243 x 10 -5 0.105243 × 10 -5 
5 0.999412 0.383099 × 10 -3 0.226583 x 10 -6 0.226583 × 10 -6 
6 0.999275 0.375549 × 10 -3 0.487820 x 10 -7 0.487820 × 10 -7 
7 0.999132 0.368637 x 10 -3 0.105024 × 10 -7 0.105024 x 10 -7 
8 0.998985 0.362232 × 10 -3 0.226112 x 10 -8 0.226112 x 10 -9 
9 0.998833 0.356242 x 10 -3 0.486806 × 10 -9  0.486806 × 10 -9 
10 0.998677 0.350597 x 10 -3 0.104806 × 10 -9 0.104806 × 10 -9 
slightly, this explains the fact that the fourth and fifth column in Tables 2, 3, 5 and 6 are almost 
the same. 
5. Concluding remarks 
We considered the elliptic boundary value problem with the imperfect contact condition on an 
internal boundary. The original problem is discretized by the finite-element method. The matrix of 
the system of linear algebraic equations to be solved can be computed exactly or by numerical 
integration. An iterative method for the solution of the resulting special system of linear algebraic 
equations was designed. The method is robust with respect o the coefficient K appearing in the 
imperfect contact condition, i.e. its rate of convergence is uniformly bounded with respect o the 
coefficient K. The numerical tests performed for one- and two-dimensional problems confirm our 
theoretical result. 
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